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Description

MAGNETIC SPRING SYSTEM

FOR USE IN A RESONANT MOTOR

Technical Field

This invention relates generally to resonant motors which produce an

oscillating output action, and more particularly concerns such a motor using magnetic action

as an alternative to conventional springs.

Background of the Invention

In resonant motors which produce an oscillating output action, metal springs

are part of the motor contributing to the action. However, after a large number of successive

uses, the springs develop metal fatigue, resulting in reduced performance and eventual

breakage. The problem of metal fatigue in the springs is particularly prevalent in systems

which operate at high frequency and hence have a large number of stress cycles. In addition,

metal springs have space limitations relative to a desired output stroke, since for a given

degree of desired movement, i.e. 1 millimeter, for example, of a workpiece, approximately

five times that distance is required between the opposing masses for the mechanical springs.

It would hence be desirable to have a motor arrangement which produces a

desired motor output but without having major components which are subject to fatigue

stresses and failures.

Disclosure of the Invention

Accordingly, a resonant linear motor, using a magnetic spring system,

comprising: a housing; two permanent magnets fixedly positioned at opposing ends of the

housing; and at least one permanent magnet positioned in the housing for movement toward

and away from each end magnet in a reciprocal oscillating motion, wherein the polarities of

the moving magnet oppose the polarities of the fixed magnets, wherein a workpiece assembly

is attachable to the moving magnet, and extends out through one of the fixed magnets, for

linear movement thereof, in response to a driving action for the motor.



Also disclosed is a resonant motor using a magnetic spring system for

oscillating rotational action, comprising: a housing; a center element mounted for rotation

about a central axis, the center element having magnets positioned on opposing sides thereof

with opposing polarities facing outwardly therefrom, wherein the center element has a

workpiece assembly extending therefrom for rotational action of the workpiece; fixed

magnets positioned adjacent an outer surface of the center element; and a drive assembly

with an AC drive signal for driving the center element, wherein the polarities of the fixed

magnets are such relative to the polarities of the magnets on the center element, that there is a

magnetic interaction between the fixed magnets and the mounted magnets, resulting in an

oscillation of the center element, the motor characterized by the absence of mechanical

springs.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Figure 1 is a perspective view of one embodiment of a motor system and

application using magnetic action as an alternative to springs.

Figure 2 is a longitudinal cross-sectional view of the motor system of

Figure 1.

Figure 3 is a perspective view of another embodiment of the motor system.

Figures 4 and 5 are cross-sectional views of a magnetic action motor system

with radial magnet placement.

Figures 6 and 7 are elevational views of a magnetic action motor using axially

positioned magnets.

Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

Figures 1 and 2 show a linear motor 10 which includes a magnetic action

arrangement as an alternative to the conventional metal spring action to accomplish a linear

output motion. The motor 10 includes a housing 12 which in the embodiment shown is in the

form of a tube, although it could have other cross-sectional configurations. Fixedly mounted

at the respective ends 13 and 15 of the housing are permanent magnets 14, 16, in the form of

discs, having north and south polarity faces, as shown. One magnet 14 has its north polarity

facing outward from end 13 of the housing, while the opposing magnet 16 has an opposing

arrangement, i.e. the south polarity faces outwardly from end 15 of housing 12.



A third magnet 18 is positioned internally of the housing between magnets 14

and 16. The north polarity face of magnet 18 faces the north polarity of magnet 16 in a

repelling action, while the south polarity face of magnet 18 faces the south polarity of magnet

14, also in a repelling mode. Magnets 14, 16 and 18 are conventional permanent magnets,

and in the embodiment shown are discs of magnetic material approximately 4 mm thick,

although this dimension can be varied.

Magnet 18 is positioned for sliding movement within housing 12. In one

embodiment, a sliding linear bearing 22 is used, but other types of linear bearings can also be

used. The linear bearing 22 reduces energy loss, i.e. by friction, during the movement of

magnet 18 within the housing during operation of the motor.

A coil 24 is wrapped around the outside of housing 22 in the vicinity of the

moving magnet 18 when it is at rest. For instance, coil 24 could be approximately midway

along the length of the housing, although this is not necessary to the operation of the

apparatus. Coil 24 is driven by an AC signal source 26, which actuates the moving magnet in

an oscillating manner along the housing between magnets 14 and 16, although magnet 18 will

typically not contact magnets 14 and 16 due to the magnetic repelling action between them.

The magnetic action simulates two metal springs positioned between three masses (2 fixed, 1

moving) in the housing.

Thus, coil 24 functions like a stator in a conventional motor, while moving

magnet 18 functions as an armature. Other arrangements to move magnet 18 within the

housing could be used. In operation, the AC current provided by circuit 26 actuates the

moving magnet 18 in an oscillating manner, such that as the magnet is driven in one

direction, it comes close to the magnet at that end of the housing, at which point it is repelled,

and the AC drive signal reverses, moving magnet 18 in the other direction. This action is

repeated continuously for as long as the AC signal is provided.

The frequency of the AC signal is set to be near the resonant frequency of the

spring mass system which in this case is the mass of the moving magnet and the repulsion

force between the magnets, which is similar to the spring action as the springs compress and

expand in operation. The moving magnet 18 will achieve a peak amplitude (movement) at

the point of the system's greatest efficiency, i.e. at or near the spring mass resonant frequency

of the spring mass system. Typically, this could be +30 Hz or closer.



The motor discussed above can have a number of applications. For instance,

in Figure 1, one of the magnets, e.g. magnet 16, could be a ring magnet 29, with a central

opening 31. This permits an actuator arm 32 to be connected to the moving magnet 18 and

extend from the end of the housing. At the end of actuator arm 32 is a workpiece 34.

Actuator arm 32 is typically supported within ring magnet 16 by a bearing, which permits

linear motion of the actuator arm. Various linear work applications can be carried out with

such an arrangement. For instance, workpiece 34 could be a brushhead, providing a linear

toothbrush action. Other linear actions could be accomplished, such as a high-speed firing

action, or used in various toys, including a pogo stick or trampoline, or in other appliances

requiring a linear movement. A significant advantage of the above motor arrangement is the

elimination of certain parts, e.g. metal springs, subject to fatigue, although the linear bearing

may be subject to some wear.

Figure 3 shows another embodiment which includes a housing 33, and two

magnets with opposing polarities 35 and 37 at the opposing ends 39, 4 1 of the housing. In

this embodiment, however, there are two magnets 42, 44 positioned within housing 33. This

produces the effect of three magnetic springs within the housing. The embodiment also

includes a coil 43 around the exterior of housing 33, along with an AC drive signal source 45.

The polarities of the magnets are arranged such that the moving magnets are repelled at both

faces thereof. The advantage of this system is that the opposing movement of the two

moving magnets cancels vibration. The system of Figure 3 is driven at a frequency at or near

(+30 Hz or closer) the resonant frequency of the spring mass system to achieve the most

efficient driving arrangement.

The motor of Figures 1-3 can have various configurations. It can be

somewhat elongated, as shown, or short and wider. With this magnetic motor arrangement,

the stroke length that is desired for the workpiece can be approximately the same as the

length of the magnetic spring, i.e. the distance between the moving magnet and the end

magnets. Hence, there is not the space requirement of a conventional steel spring

arrangement.

Besides producing a linear workpiece motion, the system can be arranged with

magnetic action to accomplish a rotational output motion as well. Two such embodiments

are shown in Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4 is a cross-sectional diagram of one arrangement for

rotational action in which magnets are positioned radially. A center element 50 has two



magnets 52, 54 on opposing sides thereof, one magnet 52 having a north polarity facing

outwardly, while the opposing magnet 54 has a south polarity facing outwardly. Positioned

adjacent the center element 50 are two fixed permanent magnets 58 and 60. In equilibrium,

magnet 58 has its south pole aligned in attraction with the north pole of magnet 52, while

fixed magnet 60 has its north pole aligned in attraction with the south pole of magnet 54.

This arrangement is based on magnetic attraction, i.e. the magnets tend to align as shown. A

stator assembly and an AC signal circuit (not shown) drive center element 52 rotationally, in

an oscillating manner about center axis 62, away from the equilibrium position shown in

Figure 4. The frequency of the AC drive signal is set near to or at the resonant frequency of

the spring-mass system to give maximum efficiency.

Figure 5 shows another rotational arrangement. Mounted on the center

element 66, which is mounted for rotation on axis 72, are two opposing permanent magnets

68, 70. Magnet 68 has its north pole facing outwardly, while magnet 70 has its south pole

facing outwardly. Fixedly positioned at spaced points around the periphery of center element

66 are four permanent magnets 76, 77, 78 and 79. The position of magnets 76 and 77 is the

mirror image of magnets 78 and 79. The angle between magnets 76 and 77 is in the range of

1-30 °; the angle between magnets 78 and 79 is the same. The angle between the magnets

will be determined based on the amplitude of motion desired. A 5°-30° range will

accommodate a range of amplitude from 1°-15°. Higher amplitudes will require greater

angles. In this arrangement, magnets 76 and 77 will have their north poles facing toward

center element 66, while opposing magnets 78 and 79 will have their south poles facing

center element 66. The equilibrium position of this arrangement is shown in Figure 5, with

the north pole of magnet 68 being equidistant between magnets 76 and 77 and the south pole

equidistant between magnets 78 and 79, respectively.

As with the arrangement of Figure 4, Figure 5 will be driven with a stator

circuit and an AC drive signal, which will oscillate the center element 66 through a specific

angle. The interaction between magnets on the center element and the fixed magnets will

tend to return the center element toward its equilibrium position shown in Figure 5 from each

end point of oscillation. The arrangement of Figure 5, as well as the arrangements of Figures

1-3, and the arrangement of Figures 6 and 7A/7B which are yet to be described, is efficient,

and further has the advantage that as the amplitude (the angle) of rotation increases, closing

the magnetic gap, the spring rate of the spring mass system increases as well, which has



advantages in that the system will self limit at the amplitude which produces a resonant

frequency close to the drive frequency.

Workpiece elements can be mounted to the center element in the embodiments

of Figures 4 and 5 for rotational action. Examples of rotational action applications include

toothbrushes, stirring devices and massagers, among others.

Figures 6 and 7A and 7B show additional embodiments for rotational action,

with axial placement of the fixed magnets. In Figure 6, a center cylindrical element 84 is

rotatable about its longitudinal axis 86. At the ends 92, 94 of center element 84 are

permanent magnets 88 and 90. Magnet 88 has its south pole facing outwardly, while magnet

90 has its north pole facing outwardly. Positioned adjacent the respective ends 92 and 94 of

center element 84 are fixed permanent magnets 96 and 98. Magnet 96 has its south pole

facing the adjacent south pole of magnet 88, while magnet 98 has its north pole adjacent the

north pole of magnet 90. Center element 84 has a threaded portion 100 along its length with

an external nut element 102 which is fixed in position. This arrangement works similar to the

arrangement of Figure 5, i.e. in a magnetic repulsion mode. As a stator element driven by an

AC source rotates the center element, the thread and nut arrangement permit full rotation of

the center element, tending to hold the center element in position while it is rotated. When

the AC drive signal decreases in amplitude, the repulsion between the closely adjacent pair of

one fixed magnet and one center element mounted magnet tends to provide assistance for

reversing rotation of the center element as the AC signal goes to the opposing polarity.

Figure 7A shows a magnetic repulsion arrangement, while Figure 7B shows a

magnetic attraction arrangement for another embodiment. In each case, a plate 110, with

mounted magnets 112 and 114 is fixedly positioned to ground, i.e. the housing of the

appliance, while plate 116 with magnets 118 and 110 is free to rotate as shown. A stator coil

and drive assembly (not shown) rotates arm 122 which is connected to the moving plate 116.

An output shaft 124 extends from arm 122, rotating with arm 122 to provide rotational work

by means of a workpiece 126.

It is known that, unlike metal springs, magnets have a non-linear response,

which can be disadvantageous in certain applications. In the above embodiments, a

multiplicity of magnets can be used, or magnets of different strengths, to reduce the non

linear spring effect created by the magnets.



Accordingly, a magnetic spring arrangement for an oscillating resonant motor

has been disclosed. The magnetic spring arrangement, with a stator and an AC drive circuit,

produces the required oscillation for a desired linear stroke or a desired angle of rotation

without mechanical springs. In this arrangement, the spring rate of the system is controllable

by either adjusting the spacing of the magnets, i.e. the distance between the magnets, or by

changing the size or strength of the magnets. This results in a change of amplitude of the

linear stroke or rotational motion at a given drive frequency. The motor can produce either

linear or rotational output motion to accomplish a variety of specific applications. In addition

to rotational and linear output modes, the arrangement can be used to operate as a pump, with

one or more inputs and outputs with valves on opposing sides of moving magnets, such as in

the embodiments of Figures 1-3. The pump can move fluid in either or both directions of the

stroke of the moving magnet.

Although preferred embodiments of the above-identified application have

been disclosed for purposes of illustration, it should be understood that various changes,

modifications and substitutions may be incorporated in the embodiments without departing

from the spirit of the invention which is defined by the claims which follow.



What is claimed is:

1. A resonant linear motor, using a magnetic spring system, comprising:

a housing (12);

two permanent magnets (14, 16) fixedly positioned at opposing ends (13, 15)

of the housing; and

at least one permanent magnet (18) positioned in the housing for movement

toward and away from each end magnet in a reciprocal oscillating motion, wherein the

polarities of the moving magnet oppose the polarities of the fixed magnets, wherein a

workpiece assembly (32) is attachable to the moving magnet, and extends out through one of

the fixed magnets, for linear movement thereof, in response to a driving action for the motor.

2. The motor of claim 1, wherein the linear motor includes a drive assembly

which comprises a coil (24) wrapped around the exterior of the housing and an AC drive

signal source (26) connected to the coil.

3. The motor of claim 2, wherein the frequency of the AC signal is

approximately the same as the resonant frequency of the spring mass portion of the motor.

4. The motor of claim 1, including a linear bearing (22) between the moving

magnet and the housing.

5. The motor of claim 1, wherein one of the fixed magnets is a ring magnet

(29) through which the workpiece assembly extends.

6. The motor of claim 5, wherein the workpiece assembly includes a

brushhead (34) for cleaning of teeth.

7. The motor of claim 1, including a second magnet (44) positioned within the

housing for reciprocal, oscillating movement therein along with the first moving magnet (42),

wherein the first and second moving magnets have opposing polarities, such that, in operation



of the motor, vibration otherwise produced by movement of the moving magnets is

substantially cancelled.

8. A resonant motor using a magnetic spring system for oscillating rotational

action, comprising:

a housing;

a center element (50, 66, 84, 122) mounted for rotation about a central axis,

the center element having magnets (52, 54, 68, 70; 88, 90; 118, 120) positioned on opposing

PORTIONS thereof with opposing polarities facing outwardly therefrom, wherein the center

element has a workpiece assembly extending therefrom for rotational action of the

workpiece;

fixed magnets (58, 60; 76-79; 96, 98; 112, 114) positioned adjacent an outer

surface of the center element; and

a drive assembly with an AC drive signal for driving the center element,

wherein the polarities and the position of the fixed magnets are such relative to the polarities

of the magnets on the center element, that there is a magnetic interaction between the fixed

magnets and the mounted magnets, resulting in an oscillation of the center element, the motor

characterized by the absence of mechanical springs.

9. The motor of claim 8, wherein the workpiece is a brushhead for cleaning

teeth.

10. The motor of claim 8, wherein the magnetic interaction is attraction.

11. The motor of claim 8, wherein the magnetic interaction is repulsion.

12. The motor of claim 8, wherein the fixed magnets and the mounted

magnets are positioned in a radial relationship.

13. The motor of claim 8, wherein the fixed magnets and the mounted

magnets are positioned in an axial relationship.



14. The motor of claim 12, wherein the center element (84) is threaded over at

least a portion of its length, with an exterior fixed nut (102) which engages the center element

threads so as to permit a full rotation of the center element against the repulsion of the fixed

magnets relative to the mounted magnets.

15. The motor of claim 8, wherein the center element includes a first plate

(116) at one end thereof, with magnets (118, 120) on opposing portions thereof, and wherein

fixed magnets ( 112, 114) are mounted on opposing portions of an adjacent second plate (110)

which is fixedly mounted to the housing, wherein the magnets on the first plate are positioned

such that the polarities thereof are (1) the same as or (2) opposite from the polarities of the

magnets on the second plate.
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